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Abstract— Author identification is the application of the linguistic study of an anonymous text
document to identify its actual author. In this paper, we are interested in identifying the actual
author of texts extracted from images using an OCR (Optical Character Recognition also known
as Optical Character Reader) procedure. The OCR procedure refers to both operations;
recognising (or reading) and converting (transforming) text image into machine-encoded text.
That is to extract texts included in a scanned document by transforming pixels into
alphanumeric characters. The OCR must first find these characters, recognize them individually
and then validate them by lexical recognition of the words that contain them. For this purpose,
we constructed a special English corpus containing 25 texts, extracted from scanned documents,
with an average size of 850 words per text, written by 5 American contemporary Philosophers.
The texts are corrupted using seven degrees of “Salt & Pepper” noise (from 1% to 7%). Several
features and classifiers were tested and evaluated on the same corpus to compare their
performances. Results show that the character-tetragram feature seems to be interesting in this
experiment. The score of Good Author Identification (SGAI) obtained using this feature reaches
100% for all classifiers and with different noise levels (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5% and 7%).
Keywords— Author Identification, OCR procedure, Salt & pepper noise, noisy texts.

I. Introduction, motivation and related work
Author identification refers to the association of an anonymous text to its actual author using
text features to model the author’s style. Researches that used stylometry to identify authentic
authors emerged in the early 19th century with the widespread studies of Shakespeare’s plays by
a large number of researchers (Sawyer, 2006). Since then, considerable advances have been
observed both in the used features in author’s style modelling and in the employed approaches
to carry out this task. Among the main works in this domain we can cite the works conducted by
Mosteller & Wallace (2012), the works carried out by Burrows (1992) and the works performed
by Burrows & Craig (1994). In the late 19th century, author identification has gained a new
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momentum based on the development in numerous research areas such as ; Text Mining,
Artificial Intelligence and Automatic Language Processing (Stamatatos, 2009).
The ancient documents are of great importance to each nation, they represent its heritage and
history over centuries. Unfortunately, these documents are exposed to multiple threats and
dangers that may lead to their deterioration, hence the need to investigate into these documents
in order to extract some useful information that is sometimes hidden. Moreover, electronic text
documents (i.e: emails, SMS, Blog posts, Tweeter tweets, etc …) are now extremely used in the
vast majority of our daily communication. Author identification becomes a very tough task as
far as old text documents are concerned, because most of these documents are noisy and
corrupted, due to several parameters such as: paper and/or ink degradation [Bronzato, 2015]. In
addition to that, several old documents are damaged (see figure 1) and present poor documents
for OCR systems [Patel, 2012]. Very few studies were attracted to the effect of noise such as the
work of [Juola, 2012] and the work of [Eder, 2012]. These works are interesting but
unfortunately they do not characterize real conditions. That is why in this paper, we tried to
broach the author identification problem applied to old text documents, in real condition.

Figure-1: Original printed document from the 17th century (in colour and in black & white)

In real conditions, OCR systems generate several types of errors [Afli, 2016]. Some OCR
systems can concatenate two letters into a unique one, such as “fi” recognized as character “h”
by OCR systems. Other problems can be encountered in practice, such as the apparition of
hidden text (characters, words and sentences) from the back of the paper sheet (see figure 1) that
may cause some text errors in the OCR document, or the black dots that may appear within the
text, leading to an incorrect punctuation and/or a complete transformation of the character (eg.
“O “ becoming “Q”). Again, concerning old documents, random graphical noise present in the
image document can draw any form that may be similar to a specific character or word.
For these raisons, we have conducted several experiments of author identification using
corrupted documents issued from real image documents and a real OCR recognition process.
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Textual dataset (Corpus)

We conceived an English textual dataset (corpus) contains 25 texts, with an average size of 850
words per text, written by 5 American contemporary Philosophers; Chauncey
Chauncey Wright, Corliss
Lamon, Henri Bergson, Michael James and Solomon Ibn Gabriol. All the texts have the same
genre and theme (philosophy).
All texts are converted into images in “jpg” format with high coding quality. Afterward, each
text image is randomly
omly corrupted at the pixel level called “Salt & Pepper” noise with different
noise degrees (from 1% to 7%). Examples of such text images are illustrated in figure-2
figure and
figure-3 bellow:

Figure-2:
2: Example of an uncorrupted text image (0% noise).

Figure-3:
3: Example of a corrupted text image (6% noise).

Finally, an OCR system transforms the text image into a textual document that is going to be
used in the task of Author identification. An example of such texts is illustrated in figure-4
figure and
figure-5 bellow:

Figure-4:
4: Example of an OCR text extracted from an uncorrupted text image (0% noise).
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Figure-5:
5: Example of an OCR text extracted from a corrupted text image (6% noise).

III.

Proposed method for author identification

In a common classification process we distinguish between two methods: Nearest Neighbor
based Classification and Training Model based Classification. The first type, where the training
is unnecessary, includes only the nearest neighbor similarity measures (as displayed in table 2)
and
nd the smallest distance corresponds to the most probable class (figure-6).
(figure 6). The second type,
where a training phase is recommended to build the model or the centroid (in case of similarity
measures), includes; MLP, SVM and Linear Regression (LR) classifiers.
classifiers. After that, the testing
phase could be performed by using the resulting model (figure-7).
(figure 7). Moreover, four features have
been employed; Characters, Character-trigrams,
Character
Character-tetragrams
tetragrams and Words and two types
of measures are used: a simple distance and
an a centroid-based
based distance. In order to estimate the
performances of our approach, the following formula is used to calculate the SGAI:

Figure
Figure-6:
Nearest Neighbor based Classification.
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Figure-7: Training Model based Classification.

Finally, it should be noted that we kept only the 500 most frequent features to speed up the
computation process in all experiments.

IV. Results and discussions
The obtained results are illustrated in the figures below, followed by detailed discussions.
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Figure-8: Author Identification Accuracy using Characters feature
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Figure-9: Author Identification Accuracy using Character-Trigrams feature
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Figure-10: Author Identification Accuracy using Character-Tetragrams feature
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Figure-11: Author Identification Accuracy using Words feature

We notice that, when the level of noise increases the score of the good AI decreases for the three
used classifiers with almost all features (especially Character feature) (see figure-8) . The
character tetragrams seem to be robust against noise (see figure-10). The score of good AI in this
case reaches 100% for the three classifiers and with the following noise levels; 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%,
5% and 7%.
Another interesting remark is that the best scores are obtained by the two features: charactertetragrams and words, followed by the features character trigrams and bigrams. The worst score
is obtained by the feature characters. This may be explained by the fact that the character is more
sensitive to noise than the N-grams character.
Hence, we can conclude that the larger is the number of character, the more robust the feature is.
In other words, the added noise affects individual characters and when these characters are
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gathered in groups of N character, the influence of the noise is attenuated and consequently the
score of good AI is enhanced.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we are interested in identifying the actual author of texts extracted from corrupted
images using an OCR procedure. The OCR procedure refers to both operations; recognizing and
converting text image into machine-encoded text by transforming pixels into alphanumeric
characters. For this purpose, we conceived a special corpus containing 25 texts written by 5
American contemporary Philosophers. These texts, which are extracted from scanned
documents, are corrupted using seven degrees of “Salt & Pepper” noise (from 1% to 7%) before
being used in author identification task. We have noticed that, when the noise level increases the
accuracy decreases for all classifiers and features, except for the character tetragrams, which
seem to be very robust against the added noise (the AI reaches 100% of good attribution at 7%
of noise level).
By observing the performances of the different features, we noticed that the best scores are
given by character tetragrams followed by words, then character trigrams, then character
bigrams and finally characters, which gave the worst results. We noticed also, that the
performances began to decrease considerably for most of the features, starting from the level 5%
of noise. According to the obtained results, we can conclude that the use of character-tetragrams
is very promoting and has shown an interesting robustness for corrupted documents in this
research work.
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